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Most common methods used currently:

· Manual classification

· Regular expression matching

We propose a method combining
· Bayesian network for classification

Movie title identified: The Bourne Legacy (2012)

· Sequence alignment for accurate title id

· 3-gram pre-filtering for quick title match

· Substitution matrix to handle obfuscation

Discover potential markets; estimate brand awareness and popularity, and link it to 
real life events; compose targeted sensible adverts that may actually be useful.

Content personalisation is now pervasive throughout the Internet and the public is 
now actively expecting to be recommended products or services. Constructing a 
profile of downloads and then working out relations between such profile and other 
media items can drastically improve user experience.

Future work
· Expand the database of titles and keywords

· Calibrate mechanisms for higher accuracy

The more the system knows about the world, the better it can perform thus the 
most basic improvement is to acquire more knowledge, both in the titles that we 
may identify and the evidence keywords which can hint at a particular medium.

A number of variables and thresholds impact the final result e.g. how is a ‘worthy’ 
title defined or how to weight consecutive character matches versus misprints

Some resources enforce post-moderated manual classification when files are 
added to the collection. Very accurate but extremely labour intensive.

Automatic title identification may be possible by matching the file name string to a 
set of predefined regular expressions which often have to be tailored specifically to 
each title. While fast and effective, this method does not scale well due to the 
sheer amount of possible unique identifiable content.

· Machine learning

· Online scraping results of above

While very powerful for general classification, this method may struggle with title 
identification task specifically.

This approach allows aggregating results of different systems into a single 
collection, but as such is prone to all of their weaknesses and has no options if a 
particular item was not processed by resources for which a tailored scrapper had 
to be produced. Sometimes the automatic tools may break down if their target 
platform made changes to their resource structure.

BNs have a number of strengths very suitable for the problem featured in this 
research. They allow for some evidence to be missing, and the file names can 
often be extremely brief. It is possible to include complex interrelated evidence. 
Finally, BNs arrive at a confidence figure for a number of results instead of giving a 
hard binary classification.

Identifying a file as an instance of a particular title (e.g. a movie) involves matching 
it to millions of titles we have on record. We use 3-grams to find a list of titles most 
similar to the file name in question, with both items being pre-formatted to exclude 
some characters and stop-words. We call this form ‘stripped’.

We use a custom implementation of the Smith-Waterman (SW) DNA sequence 
alignment algorithm to align stripped titles and file names. It allows to arrive at a 
particular match score while following certain rules like favouring longer 
consecutive sequences of characters over multiple gaps, with some room for 
occasional misprints. It is hence perfect for noise handling.
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SW can also use a substitution matrix which describes amino acids which are 
considered similar enough to replace each other in the alignment. We use group 
characters into sets, where in the set characters can be used interchangeably, 
allowing us to identify titles despite some basic obfuscation techniques.

BN calculated predictions:

Real Medium Level 1
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Software -  5.522%
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Real Medium Level 2
Video: Movie - 70.32%

Video: Other -  10.71%
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Porn
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True - 8.767%
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